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Photo by Eric Scotte Bradshaw

The Job Crunch!
Every year the number of jobs
available seems to decrease.
Teen unemployment in Chicago
is now over 40°/o.

Can teens help solve the
problem? See page 15.
Can they do something about
their own job future?
See our special Career
Supplement, pages 5-12.

by Eric Williams

THE INSIDE TRACK
The rude
truth about
P.E. class
A recent study on Youth Frtness reports that as many as
29 mrlhon of today·s teens are
out of shape The report
blames the natron's physical
education programs, which
don't take frtness senously
Thrs surprised me. Tradrtionally, PE class rsn't a place
where students get physically
fit
It's where I learned ..
• that grrls don't play farr
• That when someone
'strikes out" you should
laugh hystencally and say
thrngs like, Boy, are you
stuprd."
• That the best time to cut
class rs nght after the
teacher takes attendance
but before anybody prcks
teams
• That when someone messes up you should hit them
wrth the ball (volleyballs
stmg a lot. but footballs
hurt more).
• That if you do your exercrses at the rear of the
class, the teacher won't
notice that you re cheatmg. (Lrke dorng your
push-ups on your knees.)
The furthest thmg from most
hrgh school students' mmds 1n
P E. class rs gettrng physically
frl If the P E program rs gomg
to be changed to promote fitness, the students will have to
be tncked rnto rt
Here's my plan
• Call an assembly 1n the
audrtonum and tell students that someone has
lost two twenty dollar brlls
somewhere rn the aud
(Watch the perfect pushups and cardrovascular
crawls.)
• Split the class into half
boys and half girls, line
them up on erther side of a
six-foot wall and mform
both sides that the other
srde rs changing mto gym
clothes (Watch the perfect
pull-ups, chrn-ups and
wall-climbs)
• Take the class onto the
track and tell them that
Presrdent Carter has decrded to draft all students
who can't run a mile rn
under erght mmutes. (Step
back to avord berng trampled)
Of course, there s a drawback to thrs plan Although our
youth will be 1n great physrcal
shape where wrll they learn to
be sneaky, boastful, abusive
and mean?

Beer, Dahl,
and politics
don't mix
Last month New Expression did rts artrcle on "sophrstr·
cated teens " We gave what
we consrder the quahtres of
someone whom we consrder
sophrstrcated What rt added
up to 1n a political sense was
!>Omr~one who thmks clearly on
;rr> t....ue, wt1o doesn'l JUrnp to
conclucrorrs and who droucs
an oprnron a', hrs own
In last months St Patnck
Dny rJarado orne rJI ChrCd!JO s
teen prov d thai thr·r ho~d a
long wa v to go
~
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It wasn't so much the fact
that they had six packs, acted
rowdy or stood on the newlyplanted trees 1n the State St.
Mall (Everybody drd that.)
They showed their lack of
sophrstlcatlon 1n the way they
treated Senator Edward Kennedy
Any politrcran can expect
boomg or such right before the
election. But many adults
where shocked when some
teens stared Kennedy strarght
in the face and asked, "Teddy,
wheres Mary Jo?"
.
Maybe the media can be
blamed - and one statron rn
partrcular, Chrcago 's most
popular rock station, WLUP.
Steve Dahl rs The Loop's
resrdent drsc-Jockey cynic He
never comes out for one candrdate or another but has fed
his audrence a steady diet of
"Teddy" JOkes, like clarmrng he
had seen Jane Byrne weanng
scuba gear whrle ridmg with
Kennedy or mterruptmg a news
report of an accident over the
Chrcago River, and asking, "Is
Teddy Kennedy rn town?"
Steve Dahl has proved that
he can be funny But he also
showed in last summer's antrdrsco not that many of hrs listeners act out what he says
wrthout thmking - rt remmds
me too much of Jonestown.

Hung up
teens can't
hang out
An artrcle 1n thrs Apnl's
Psychology Today reports
that most Amencans are mrs
smg somethrng 1n life that they
need - a hangout.
Tho study reports that hang
outs are rmportant because
they give us a place to relax, a
place where wo don't have to
play tho role that wo play 1n
school at work and at homo It
concludes that a lack of these
pi;Jccs rs wt1y most peoples
hv~>s arc so tonso
It GPf'fTl<; to nw that loerrs
neud Illes h tllflnuts mor o
than your o~verago adult be

cause of all the roles they're
forced to play : good student,
honest worker, nice kid , hrp
teen , etc. The problem is that
whenever teens hang out.
they're accused of berng susprcious thugs or silly troublemakers
Last year a group of frrends
and I used to practrce "hang
out therapy" at a McDonald's
near our school.
Usually, JUSt as we were
really working out our frustratrons a security guard would
come and ask us to leave.
(Somethrng about it being
agarnst the rules to throw Brg
Macs and JUggle rce.)
Somethrng should be done
about adults' negative attitudes. They have bars and
taverns to hang out in which
tolerate wrld friendly activrty.
Yet, teens have nowhere to
promote their mental health
wrthout berng hassled or
thrown out.
If they were respected for
havrng hangouts, you would
see remarkable changes. Parents would begrn to want their
krds to hang out.
Son, you look kind of tense.
Wouldn I you like to go out with
the boys for a whrle?"

TV needs
an update
for the 80's
It seems to me that many
teens aren't the happy, carefree people that they're supposed to be
Recent studres show that the
teen su rcrd e rate has been
clrmbrng for the past 25 years.
Surcrde rs now th e second
leading cause of death among
teenagers
Rather than seerng life as a
Yellow Brick Road, more and
more teens vrew rt as a mrne
freld Gorng to hrgh schoo l
doesn't guarantee a job, and a
JOb and money does n't
guarantee a successful , happy
life
It would seem, then, that today's TV characters should
look and sound a brt drfferent
from "Leave It to Beaver .. Well,
take your prck Angre, Mork,
Nicholas Bradford - all JUSt as
sappy as Beaver
I belreve rt's not too late to
change. Let's up-date the current &hows and make them as
grrm as they should be to fit the
modern teen mood Call rt
· F ntertarnmont for
the
[ rghtr o~ wrth
Lroncl J0fferson surng for
f1clr<.H1I;tl rnalprnctrco.
L avcrnn nncJ Shrrlcy developlll9 terrnrn.ll cancer
Tho 1 ove Bo.tt lwrng sunk rn
a nuclear tltack
r tro Wc1ltons cornrnr ttrng

Cover Photo: Eric Scotte Bradshaw shot this prcture outside the
Sears personnel office, where
hundreds of teens seek part-time
and full-time employment. Our
model, Mrchael Figr, represents
over 100,000 teens 1n the area who
are strll lookrng for a JOb.
Find out more about the youth
employment problem on pages 4
and 15. Our career supplement rn
this rssue supplies information
whrch mrght help you make career
plans for the future
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Who's minding
the school?
Photo by Melvin A. Banks II
By Constance Kelsey with
Teddy Young and Gwen Reeves
The school rule at Hyde Park
High School says that students
may not go to their lockers during
a class penod. The punishment
for break1ng this rule is usually a
detention.
Susan, a Hyde Park senior,
knows the rule. But she likes to get
her coat and books to go home
when she is ready to go. Usually,
she's ready to go 1n the middle of a
class period. So Susan breaks the
rule regularly because she knows
that the hall guard (teacher) won't
enforce the rule in her case. "If
that particular hall guard did not
like me," she said, " not only
wouldn't he let me open my locker,
but he would probably put me on
detention."
A survey conducted by New
Expression last month in five

high schools shows that students
and teachers recogn;ze this type
of "favoritism" 1n the way of school
rules are enforced. Over 58 percent of the students and 21 percent of the teachers were aware of
favoritism.
A jun1or at the Academy of Our
Lady expressed concern about
the effects of favoritism. She
wrote on her survey form , " If certain students can disobey rules
without fear of being punished,
this only angers other students,
who then disregard rules out of
spite." But, two teachers from
Hyde Park said they had never
seen favoritism in their years of
teaching, and one teacher commented that, " Rules are never
equally enforced. I have never
known of a system where rules
are equally enforced."
The integrated schools see ra-

c1al prejudice playing a part in
favoritism. A senior at Lakeview
commented, "If someone is
caught by a Black hall guard, if
you're Black, you can talk your
way out of it or vice versa." A
teacher at Lakeview claims that
" Black students are much more
cavalier in their att1tudes towards
being told to leave the halls when
they are creatmg a disturbance. Is
there a cultural factor I should take
into account?" she asked.
Both integrated and segretated

Street Law

Student Rights in Illinois
by Fannie Le Flore
Could you see yourself sweeping the floors of your school
without getting paid? That's a
question that Larry Stanton of the
Street Law Center sometimes
raises in his high school Street
Law classes.
"According to Illinois law,
sweeping floors is a reasonable
way for a school to discipline its
students,'' Larry said. " Detention
is also considered a reasonable
action for a school to take in disciplining its students." These two
punishments are legal in Illinois
for "less serious" disciplinary
problems.
The Illinois School Code only
allows a punishment of suspension or expulsion in public schools
when students are guilty of "gross
disobedience or misconduct." For
some school principals, gross
disobedience means smoking or

fighting in school or talking back
rudely to a teacher. While in other
schools, gross disobedience
might be limited to behavior that
would need police action such as
assault, theft or drunkenness.
The United States Supreme
Court has ruled that before a student is suspended, he or she is
entitled to:
1) official notice of the suspension and an opportunity for a
hearing immediately following the
misconduct.
2) an informal discussion of the
misconduct with the disciplinarian
or principal.
3) an opportunity to object to
evidence which the school administration claims is a basis of
the accusation.
Larry Stanton said , " If the
school administration considers
the student to be possibly dangerous to himself/herself or to other

students, that student may be removed from school before the
hearing. But the hearing must be
called as soon afterward as
possible. "
·
Because expulsion is a more
serious punishment than suspension, more witnesses have to be
involved in the hearing- parents,
a lawyer for the student if he can
secure one and witnesses for or
against the student defendant.
The student is responsible to
secure his own legal aid.
The Chicago Street Law Project
operates out of the Loyola University Law School. The Project
teaches a course in practical law
in 19 Chicago public high schools.
If you have a question regarding
your rights, send it to: Street Law,
Loyola Law School, 1 East Pearson , Chicago, II 60609. Your
question will be answered in a
week to ten days.

school students agreed about one
thing in the survey: the main
enforcer of school rules should be
the principal, according to school
policy. But students and teachers
really disagree about the role of
the security guard as an enforcer
of rules.
The majority of students surveyed said they wanted "none" of
the school rules enforced by
security guards. But a majority of
the teachers say they want "most"
of the school rules enforced by
security.
The teachers seem to resent
the time it takes to act as a policeman. " Having to enforce rules
takes away time that could be
spent teaching , but you have to
show that you do have some
authority," said a teacher from the
Academy of Our Lady. She wants
security to take the job away from
her.
Another teacher at Hyde Park
thinks security guards get " too
friendly with the students roaming
the hall " to really do the job. "Administration is not supportive
enough,'.,he teacher wrote, "they
never back teachers, usually take
the side of students and so
teachers give up and only follow
rules that pertain to the1r
classrooms."

Students see security guards 1n
a different light. Kim, a sophomore
at Julian, doesn't want security
guards enforcing the " smaller
rules." "They enforce most of the
rules, like wearing ID, but I don't
think they should enforce smaller
rules like chewing gum because
1t's enough with them just naggmg
you about your ID and about going
to your locker after the bell rings."
Duangdow Arjsiri of Lakeview
sa1d she would rather have a strict
teacher than a policeman enforcing school rules. Madre Griffin, a
junior at Hyde Park, agrees. She
wants "to attend a school, not a jail
house."
The security guards don't seem
anxious to take over the job, anyway. Mike Simmons, a guard at
Hyde Park, insists that the guards
can't do it alone. " There 's not
enough security guards to do the
job. Bes1des, teachers should be
involved , serve as monitors and
keep students in the classrooms
and out of lockers," he said.
Mike won't have to worry about
most of the students in our survey.
Over 65 percent of them said they
"obey all school rules."
Next month, in Part Ill of this
series, we will investigate the way
students are punished for breaking school rules.

IT'S RING ORDER TIME
ORDER YOUR RING TODAY!
3000 class rings on display
·full warranty for the lifetime of the ring
·$30.00 deposit required
·free necklace with order (offer go~ 10 days)
.,r

HERFF JONESCO.

WANTED: Any "old gold" ring
We give cash money for any "old gold" wedding and class

17 NORTH STATE ST.
Class Rings ROO
1614
phone 641-.1 830
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ON PROM NIGHT,
LOOK LIKE YOU'VE DONE
YOUR HOMEWORK.

CETA runs on paper
by Enid Vazquez
It's CETA appltcatton time
agaml Application forms are avatlable to teens (14 through 20)
throughout the city and suburbs
for about 38,000 job slots that
have been funded for this summer.
Wtth over 28 million CETA dollars available m Cook County, the
sttuatton ought to be a happy one
for youth . But like so many government programs, the regulattons and the paJ:)erwork can
take the "happtness" out of it. In
the case of summer CETA even
the goals are unclear.
CETA is short for Comprehenstve Employment Training Act, but
the summer job program for teens
has very little to do with training .
A spokeswoman for the Mayor's
OHtce of Employment and Training , Mary Gallagher, told New Expression that the summer program ex1sts pnmanly so disadvantaged teens can have jobs.
"E1ght weeks IS not enough for
tra1nmg, .. she said. " The jobs were
meant for teens who otherwise
wouldn't have one to learn and
understand what it's l1ke to be
worktng . As a matter of fact, the
real name of the summer program
is not CETA but the Summer
Youth Employment Program."
Faye Okerson , a CETA administrator at Augustana Hospital,
sa1d that one of the b1ggest problems mvolved with CETA is that 1t
doesn't usually g1ve enough time
for handmg tn applications .
Sometimes there ts only one week

There i n't a store in t0\\11 that has more
great looking prom tuxedos to choose from
than Gin~-,Tiss. And that's all you have to
remember to look smart on the night of the
big test.

g;nglss formalwear center
Put address and phone number here

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT.

~

for handing out applications and
sending them back to be processed.
She said the Mayor's OHice has
also lost some applications. So
teens whose applications were
lost had to make less money because they had to start work after
the program began.
Th1s year, the f1rst day for giving
out applications was April 7. The
Department of Human Services
said they would give out applications at that time . But John
Jackson of the Archdiocesan
CETA oH1ce said he doesn't think
it's fa1r to g1ve out applications until
he knows for sure how many jobs
the Archdiocese actually has to
give out. He doesn't want teens to
thtnk that they have a JOb because
they filled out an application when,

JACKETS • SWEA TEAS •

Present your h1gh schooiiO to the manager
of the Gmg1ss Formalwear Center nearest you
and rece1ve your spec1al rate

EMBL FMS

•

for ALL SCHOOLS

•

Cash For Class Rings
Payment In

Ca~h

for .
Girls H S R1n:~ $25
Boy!) H S R1n.~ $35
Men s College R1ng $50
Wedding, 8c:1n<.1., $2 5 .'\nd up

Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs

Herff Jones Ring Co.

CO ME

I 7 North Stare St
Stevens Buildinp, Rnom

FRfl UESIG N KIT
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1614

fl.\1

ll(l! , lll~t

ORDER YOUR CLAS~ RING NOW!I
LARGEST SELECTION IN CHICAGO

•

PHONF IJS FOR
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• Sktrts-Sweaters-Jackets
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rhone o4 I I H30
ftl

TO OU R FACTORY OR

~
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CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W . Montrose 463-1464

maybe , more applications are
given out than there are jobs.
Jackson said there is a problem
with teens applying for work at
more than one place. It creates
needless paperwork for sites that
want a particular teen who is eligible, but who decided to work
someplace else because he
applied at more than one place.
Teens, however, see it as playing 1t safe. They don't want to
apply one place where they might
not get hired, when there's a better
chance of getting hired by applying to more than one site.
Willie Morris, Director of Recreation at Marillac House, said
that his biggest complaint is the
income require·ments. "They're
ridiculous (too low). I've had kids
whose fam1liy earned just a little
bit over and weren't eligible."
Smce teen unemployment in
Chicago is over 40%, the competition for jobs IS strong. And so
teens whose families make more
money than the CETA program
allows keep trytng to slip through.
Willie Morris and other CETA
supervisors would like to see the
requtrments raised to give more
teens who are desperate for a JOb
a chance

How to apply
for CETA
You will need to venfy your:
address, age, soc1al security
number, Citizenship, and your
parents' 1ncome. A copy of
your btrth certificate, dnver's
license or green cord will be
accepted for proof of your age.
For parents' income you ' ll
need a copy of your parents'
W-2 form or check stub.
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Independence: it's a great
fantasy. Imagine a great salary . . . paid vacations ...
travel ... professional respect.
Making that fantasy come
true has never been easy, and
it's getting harder. The technical world is taking over.
There's a greater need for specialized training. There are
more jobs to choose from.
Some jobs· are disappearing.
We all need help! This
Career Guide is New Expression's effort to provide
some of that help.
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'My $150 career analysis
by Elaine Takagi
Assignment: Report to to the offices of
Human Research and Data, Inc., Suite
2257 at 228 N. LaSalle on the morning of
Wed ., March 26 at 8:30a.m. Please be
prompt. Normally this appointment
would cost you from $150 to $250.
Objective: To be tested and interviewed
to determine what careers you are best
suited to pursue.

Editor's Note: More and more people
today find that they need help in
choosing a career.
We sent Elaine Takagi, a high
school senior, to one of Chicago's
career counseling agencies to be
analyzed . We hope her report will
help our readers understand more
about career counseling services.

THE
MEDICAL
TEAM:
. :::/}( JOIN IT!
The Bryman Sc;hools can train you to become an
important part of the medical team and ·it only
takes 28 weeks. You can be on your way to a new
:areer- one that's in demand and respected.

• •men ASSISTING

• OEITAL ASSISTII(C

Send the coupon below for your FREE BOOKLET,
"Learning To Work In A Doctor's World" or call ·
The Bryman School.
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r-------~----------~
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I
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(I arrive at a not-so-prompt time of
8:42 a.m. I am greeted by Dr. Edward
Hume, who takes my coat.)

PHASE I: The aptitude tests .
These tests are divided into two partsthe objective and the subjective.
The objective part includes problemsolving, like the kind you get m school.
They are not timed . Dr. Hume explains
that the tests are "trymg to get at the
power of my thinkmg rather than at my
quickness." He suggests that I work
··nice and easy" on this part and sk1p
over difficult questions. Go back to them
later He warns me not to feel too bad 1f I
get a lot wrong. Dr. Hume says the tests
have to be used by all of the1r cl1ents, and
their clients have a wide range of intelligence.
The subjective portion of the test includes essay questions and an Interest
check. He urges me to accurately record
my "gut feelings" and warns me not to
dwell too long on any one item. Dr. Hume
explains that people tend to think abotJt
the questions instead of giving a feeling
response.
1) The Strong Vocational Interest Test
tor Men (subjective) is supposed to
measure how much my interests agree
with those of successful men in a particular career. I am to indicate whether I
like, dislike or am neutral to certain job
situations, certain school subjects, certain leisure activities and certain types of
people. It seems similar to me to the
surveys I've taken in high school. (9:10
a.m.)
2) The Personnel Test (objective)
contains geometry and algebra problems as well as vocabulary and analogy
(the "this is to this as that is to that" type)
questions. I didn't expect this. (10:10
a.m.)
3) The Strong Vocat1onall nterest Test
tor Women (subjective) works just like
the Men's Interest Test. By this time I am
really sick of interest quest1ons. For
some of the items I don't like any of the
choices. (11 :07 a.m.)
4) The Lioma Inventory Part I (subjective) must be for the psychologist to
understand and for me to wonder about.
I answer " yes," " no" or " ?" to the questions such as: " Do you make decisions
quickly? At a baseball game or football
game do you sometimes express your
feelings by jumping, cheering, calling to
the players?" (12:27 p.m.)
5) The Lioma Inventory Part II (subjective) requires more complicated answers to a question like: " What is the
best reason for taking a vacation?"
Possible answers : a) It gives you a
chance to know your family better; b) It
takes your mind off your cares at work;
c) It gives you a chance to see how other
people live; d) You get to see our national historical shrines. (12:47 p.m.)

WANT A JOB?
LET CHICAGO BUSINESS ACADEMY DO
A JOB ON YOU ...

Degree and Non-Degree
Programs; Day, Evening,
Weekend Classes

• train you in typing, clerking, and keypunch
• provide you placement assistance and job counseling
• help you develop personality traits which employers look for
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
220 s . state Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 341-1150
NEW EXPRESSION

The School
of the
Art Institute
of Chicago
Accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and
Schools and the National
Association of Schools of Art

CBA will:
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6) The Lioma Inventory Part Ill (subjective) is a little self analysis. " List characteristics in the order in which they fit
you :''
Industrious
2
Sociable
6
Analytical
3
Ambitious
1
Tactful
4
Enthusiastic
5
Now I'm really thmking about who I am.
"Ambitious" and " egotistical" consistently came up on top and ''sociable"
and " tactful" were dead last. I have always thought of myself as the direct opposite. (1:10 p.m.)
7) The Lioma Inventory Part IV (subJective) gets at a person's social values
" In times of nat1onal emergency and
stress is it desireable to eliminate all
political parties?" I have to indicate the
degree to which I agree with the statement. I wonder why they want to know
how I feel about the government? Or
who cares if I believe there is one true
religion? (1:10 p.m .)
8) Purdue Arithmetic Reasoning Test
(objective) is hard to take at this point in
the day. I absolutely, positively, hate
algebra and geometry. (2:35 p.m.) _
9) The Temperamental Scale (subjective) - another " feeling" survey.
(2:35p.m.)
10) The Personality Inventory (subjective) is revealing to me. " Is it unusual for
you to express strong approval or disapproval of others? Are you sometimes so
'blue' that life seems hardly worth living?
Does it make you uncomfortable to be
'different' or unconventional? Are you
slow in making decisions?" I decided I
am "blue" much of the time. I am a
slow-moving person. I condone stealing.
It's amazing how much you can find out
about yourself. (3:20 p.m.)
11) The Wide-Range Vocabulary Test
(objective) IS really w1de-range. Some
words I had never seen before :
Malachite, Harum-Scarum , nuncio,
phthisis, guise. But I guessed anyway.
(3:35p.m.)
13) The Study of Values (subjective)
was more specific than the Lioma Part
IV. For example: "Who do you feel has
done more for mankind:"
[8] Aristotle?
D Abraham Lincoln?
Just one test to go. (4:15p.m.)
14) SAT Scale Leadership Opinion
questionnaire (subjective) asked the
degree to which certain employer/ employee situations should be allowed to
occur. This test was not meant for me. It
asked my feelings about the relationships between the boss and the workers. What do I know?
Next Appointment: They'll let me know
when the results are back. Usually it
takes five working days. Then they will
conduct a personal interview with me
based on my results.

For more information, contact:
The School of the Art Institute
of Chicago
Office of Admisslons/NE
Columbus and Jackson
Chicago IL 60603
(312) 443-3718

cool'
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PHASE II:
The second part of the process is the
Interview. I talked with Dr. Hume about myself, my family and my goals. We went over
the test results together to try to fit the t~t
information with what I had told him about
myself.
The results from my Vocational Interest
Test told him that my dommant mterests are
in the arts and biology. I scored ridiculously
low m business, sales, manufacturing and
nursing. (I think I can safely forget about
those fields .)
He classified me as " an occupational introvert," meaning that I enjoy working with
ideas, things and processes more than I
enJOY working with people. This was a
shock to me. I had always liked to think of
myself as a " people person."
Basically, I am " white collar," he said with
a specialist's type personality.
The results from the objective tests indicate that while I have the brains to study all
the way to a Ph.D. I would "most likely be
satisfied with just a bachelor's degree.
The results of the personality and values
tests make it clear that while I can appreciate beauty and law a lot, I'm not much on
politics or idealism.
Dr. Hume tried to soothe my feelings
about not being an idealist. He tried to convince me that it is okay to be conservative.
But it still hurts me to think that I'm so young
and yet I don't want to change the world.
I am deeply religious, the Doctor told me.
But, because I am a perfectionist, I do not
experience much satisfaction with my work.
On the other hand, this tendency also
causes me to make good use of my opportunities .
Because my tests show a lack of confidence and dominance, he suggested that I
take a public speaking course. For my lack
of persistance he urged me to set some
clear goals for myself.
The career goals he suggested I look into
really do interest me. We talked about my
becoming a basic scientific researcher or a
lawyer. He suggested that I look to the
movies as a possible career behind the
scenes as a film editor. (I never thought of
this one before. Maybe some day I might
work with Francis Ford Coppola.)
I left Human Research with more career
choices than when I walked in. I am unsure
about a lot of his suggestions, but I'm not
confused.
I had gone through the testing to narrow
things down for myself. But, what I really
needed, was for someone to open new
doors. Someone did.
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Send me information
on Mundelein's unique
MUSIC PROGRAM
Do it today!
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Return this to
Mundelein College Admissions,
6363 Sheridan Rd.
Chicago, Ill. 60660
Phone (312) 262-8100 Ext. 406
by Floyd McGee
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SENIORS - so YOU'RE GOING
TO GRADUATE;

Now What?
Do you plan to continue your
education, get a job, or just take
some time off?

WHY NOT DO ALL THREE?
The Navy's Nuclear Power Program offers one of the finest engineering schools
available, and is the only one in the United States where complete nuclear power
training is available. You could possibly qualify for up to $22,000 to further your
education when you get out.
The Navy owns more than half of the reactors in America. You'll get practical,
hands-on experience with our nuclear-powered fleet and you could earn $19,000 a
year average salary. Plus you will have plenty of free time to enjoy the places you
visit. For more information call (312) 724-8443. Collect.

I

THE NUCLEAR NAVY
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE

We Can Help You
Plan Your Future

Major Concentrations
Undergraduate
Applted BehaviOral Sc1ence

Art
AthleUc Tra1nN1g

Boology
Drama
Ecology
EconomiCs
General Stud•es
Health Eudcal•on
Hostory
Humantt•es
Human PhySIOlogy
lntematJOnal Managment
l.Jterature
Mus.c
Natural Sc•ences
Outdoor Educat1on RecreatiOn

For 90 years George Williams College has helped educate people for
careers of humanitarian responsibility . This commitment to social service
is reflected in all 9 GWC undergraduate programs with 51 major concentrations.
The Bachelor of Arts degree is offered in General Studies, the Humanities,
the Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences. GWC offers the Bachelor of
Science degree in Applied Behavioral Science, Biology, Health Education ,
Physical Education , and Recreational Services. GWC offers a wide variety
of specializations in each B.A . and B.S. area.
~=::· '"'"'irg ll'''?"'"'" "rl and ~~ lmiT)Pr "! a~s"'" are ovailable Finanr ial aid
also be availablr

Director of Admissions
GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE
555 31 st St , Downers Grove. IL. 6051 5
[312) 964-3113/311 4

---

'Tl""

Pholosophy
Phys1cal Education
PohhcaJ Sc1ence
Psychology
Recreation Adm•n•strabon
Recreauon Program SuperviSIOn
Recreat1on Resource ?tann1ng
Recreat1on Servtees
ReligiOn
SociOlogy & Anthropology
Soc•al Sciences
SocoaiWo •
Spanosh
Therapeuhc RecreatiOn

Area Studies
A&an Stud•es
Chold Welfare Sludoes

Envrronmootal S1ud1es
Intercultural Stud•es
lnternatronal Studies
Interpersonal Stud•es
Lattno Stud•es
Management Studtes
M111onty Studoes
Peace Stud•es
Socoal Agency Sludoes
Urban Stud•ea

Pr&-professlonel
Pre-dent•stry pre·law
pre-med.c.ne pre ·medcaJ
technology. pre·occupahonat
lhe<apy p<e·physoc:allhe<apy
pre-theology p<e-vetennOfY
medte•ne

An Equal Opportumty Employer Educator
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(Clip & Return)

I'd like more information on GWC undergraduate programs
Spec1fic programs
School I m now attend1ny
Name

Telephone

Address
C1ty
RETURN TO

Z1p
Director of AdmtSSions George W11hams College
555 31st St • Downers Grove . IL 60515
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Just for You! Career training programs
at

NAME

University of Illinois College
of Dentistry Health Career
Program

College Youth Repertory
Theater

Illinois Institute of Technology Early Identification Program: Summer Engineering
Program

Mayor Byrne Student-AsTrainee Program

Young Artist Studios
Art Institute.

De-•

A program des1gned pnmarily
for high school students who
wish to pursue a career in a
health f1eld such as a dentist,
doctor, nurse or pharmac1st.

Teenagers 14 to 18 do productions for community organIZations.

A preparatory course for preseniors 1n high school to study
different f1elds of engmeenng
in-depth (electrical, mechanical, metallurgical, material).

A summer program which
allows "outstanding" JUniors 1n
high school the experience of
working at City Hall for the
summer and to work in the
career area of their cho1ce.

Art classes painting, dra
film v1deo, sculpture, dr
photography or ceramics.

How
to

Contact Mrs Carrie H1lhard or
James P. Robert at 801 S.
Paulina (phone. 996-6076)

Contact Dan White at 744304 7 after 4 pm or call YRT at
744-6755 between 9 am & 5
pm.

Secure application form from
your sc1ence/math teacher or
contact
Carl
Johnson,
Engineenng 1 Bldg., Rm . 218,
II.T, 10 W. 32nd St., Ch1cago
60616 (phone 567-3222).

Applications are not simply
given out; you have to be
nominated by a counselor,
principal or V1ce-princ1pal. You
are not supposed to ask them
to consider you, but there's no
harm in trying.

Secure a catalog and app
lion by contacting Ann Ka·
at the School of the Art Ins~
of Chicago, Columbus Drh
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 60
(phone: 443-3777).

Mamtain a " C" average or
better in high school.

Must have been in a workshop
g1ven by the Ch1cago Council
of Fine Arts and the Dept. of
Human Serv1ces or else have
an audition. Some acting expenance necessary and the
desire to get 1nto the act1ng
profession.

A l1st of final grades in h.s.
math/science classes, rank in
top 25°'o of class ; must have
A.C.T. scores 1n math/science.
Must be a junior who will enter
sen1or yr. in Sept.

For juniors who show leadership qualities in their school;
high grade-point average (B).

No special qualifications
less you need a partial sc
arship, in wh1ch case you r
recommendations and a p
of low income.

Obtam first-hand expenence
workmg with professional
doctors. dent1sts, nurses and
pharmacists; v1s1t colleges to
find out more Information about
the career area of your choice;
rece1ve high school cred1t for
classes taken every Sat. and
during the summer sess1on.

Obtain acting experience ;
some expense money for carfare; meet new people involved
1n the acting profession.

Findmg out what college
engineering courses are like;
explonng fields of engineering;
some summer jobs available;
tutoring in advanced math.

Acquaint students with City
government. Meet students
attending all different high
schools in Chicago. Summer
JOb for 40 hours a week at
mimmum wages . Have the
opportunity to choose a career
area and make contacts with
persons working in that career.

You may be able to get
credit depending on \
school; helps artists to t
creatively and to exp1
themselves in an art med
make contacts with pro
sional artists.

None

None

None

No cost. You are paid.

Tuition is $95.00 includin
art materials, for 28 haUl
class.

During the summer, the program IS held five days a week
from 10 am to 3 pm. Dunng the
academic year, the program IS
held every Saturday from 9.30
to 3 pm Students attend
classes from 9 30-12:30; after
the classes they do other ac!lvihes mcludmg lectures, v1s1ts
to colleges and tutonng

Call Immediately because
openings are l1m1led

liT counselors stay in contact
w1th all who apply and f1nally let
them know if they have been
selected. Only 50 applicants
can be accepted. Easy walk
from the el.

Two students nominated from
each h1gh school 1n Ch1cago.
These two students are mterviewed by the Department of
Personnel. One student is
chosen for the job. It is possible
to continue working year-round
as an after-school job.

Reg1ster for summer semE
after May 19 and for
semester after Aug.
Spaces in classes go fast
first-come, f1rst-serve bas

scr1ption
apply
Qua1ifica-

tions
Bene-

fits

Costs
Etc.

•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Word Processing
Corrections: Probation Services
Pre-Pharmacy
Hotel-Motel Management

•
•
•
•
•

Secretarial
Child Development
Pre-Medicine
Merchandising & Marketing
Dental Assistmg

•
•
•
•
•

Floral Design
Pre- Dentistry
Finance & Credit
Commercial Music
Private Police Services

•
•
•
•
•

Liberal Arts Transfer Programs
Data Processing
Foreign Languages
Mental Health Associate
Pre-Teaching

•
•
•
•

Business Administration
Art
Law Enforcement
Pre-Law

FALL SEMESTER BEGINS AUG. 20
•EARN AN ASSOCIATE DEGREE •UPGRADE YOUR JOB
• PREPARE FOR A CAREER • GAIN SELF-ENRICHMENT
CHICAGO CITY-WIDE COLLEGE
185 N. Wabash Ave., 60601
977-2500

KENNEDY-KING COLLEGE
6800 S. Wentworth Ave., 60621
962-3200

DALEY COLLEGE
7500 S. Pulaski Rd., 60652
735-3000

TRUMAN COLLEGE
1145 W. Wilson Ave., 60640
878-1700

LOOP COLLEGE
64 E. Lake Si., 60601
269-8000

OLIVE-HARVEY COLLEGE
10001 S. Woodlawn Ave., 60628
568-3700

WRIGHT COLLEGE
3400 N. Austin Ave., 60634
777-7900

MALCOLM X COLLEGE
1900 W. Van Buren St., 60612
942-3000

Day & Evening Courses- Full & Part Time Study
TV College Newspaper & Radio Courses -

Adult Education

registering)
go Area Health
al Careers Proool Year Program
nois Institute of
y

by Lisa. Margerum,

Tonya Jackson
J ulle Taylor
Robm Florza.k

ProJect Upward Bound

The Urban
Workshop

p:>llege b1ology and
classes on Saturminority and low1iors interested in a
reer.

A college prep program deSigned to develop academ1c
sk1lls in communication , math,
science and social sc1ence; mtroduce low-mcome students
to the college scene.

A summer JOurnalism program
for h1gh school students designed to develop reporting,
writing, ed1ting and research
skills.

plication by conAdrienne Neal at
arborn St., Room
go 60616 (phone.
Deadline April 25

Obtam application by contactmg Tendaji Granger, Northwestern University, 2003
Sheridan Rd ., Evanston . Ill
60601 (phone: 492-3723).

Come to the Youth Communication Center, 207 S. Wabash
(8th floor) and pick up an application form or call 663-0543 for
f:Jrther information. The form
requests writing samples and a
brief essay.

completed 3 yrs of
nd 2 years of lab·
nces.

Member of a low-income family
mterested in attending college
after high school graduat1on .
Must be Fr., Soph. or Jr. when
entering the program.

Sophomores and juniors interested in a journalism career.

financial
aid for
vocational
schools

and grades in
urses; participants
he program for help
complete med1cal
summer program
ospital expenence.
pportunities availa-

Experience college living at
Northwestern for six weeks
during the summer session ;
have counseling and tutoring
available during the summer
as well as gaining credits.

Work on New Expression;
make contacts with professional journalists; gain h.s.
credit if the school permits.

0 : Can I use an Illinois State Grant to

and tours pro-

No costs. Room, board, fees
are covered . $7.50 expense
allowance weekly.

None

will be held May 3,
m1ss the deadline,
apply for the fall

From Oct. thru May students
attend classes at C1rcle Campus every Sat. All 80 participants are expected to attend
the school-year program as
well as the summer program.
Students attending Austin ,
Farragut, Sullivan, Whitney
Young , Manley, Lincoln Park
and Wells have first choice.

Interviews are needed to be
admitted mto the program. The
Youth Communication Center
will also hold workshops for
students in 1) photography and
graphics and 2) advertising
and marketmg Call after May 1
for details.

Journalism

by Toni Pearson
attend a vocational school?
A: Yes, if the school accepts it, and
most do.
0 : Can I transfer credits from one
vocational school to another'?
A: Yes, but no two schools have exactly
the same ·requirements for graduation
so you can't be sure that all credits will
transfer. Be sure that the school is
·'accredited" with the State or its credits
might not be accepted by another
school.
0 : Is it possible in a vocational
school to get a job on campus to pay
for tuition?
A: Some do and some don't. At the
Chicago College of Commerce half of
the students attending are part-time
employees . At the Illinois Medical
Training Center, the staff assists stu-

dents in finding jobs outside the school
and g1ves some students grants.
0: If I'm interested in a vocational
school, should I pay to take the ACT
or SAT?
A: Check w1th the school f1rst Some
schools use the1r own spec1al test. Don't
spend money for ACT or SAT unt1l you
check.
0: Do vocational schools usually tell
you how much it costs to buy the
equipment, tools and books for the
program?
A: The law states that these schools
have to make sure that students know
the exact cost of tools, books and everything that's required. For example,•
some schools include lab fees and class
matenals as part of the tUition and fees ,
while other schools itemize the related
expenses on the mformat1on brochure.
0 : Are there any special financial aid
programs for students who attend
vocational or trade schools?
A: Yes, you can request financial aid
through BEOG, SEOG, CWS and the
national student loan program. Forms
for these aid programs are available
from high school counselors. ·
0 : Since you must pay tuition in ad·
vance at a vocational school, can you
get a refund if you become dissatisfied and drop out?
A: A new federal ruling makes 1t safer to
enroll 1n a private vocat1onal school It
offers a two-week coolmg off penod
during which students can Withdraw w1th
a full refund of tuition. Students who drop
out can apply for a part1al refund for the
portion of the course not taken.

Wanted:

Metro-Help is looking for
people who like to help
people.
Metro-Help is a not-forprofit agency operating several around-the-clock
"hotlines," including the
National Runaway Switchboard and Chicago 's own
Metro-Help youth service
and referral program (9295150).
Metro-Help volunteers are
trained in a wide variety of
fields: drug problems,
suicides, personal
problems-to name but a
few. All volunteers first complete an extensive series of
training sessions.
If you 're interested in joining us, ca/1929-5854 (our
business line) today.

CHICAGO'S
24HOUR
YOUTH
REFERRAL,
FORMATION
AND CRISIS
INTERVENTION
SWITCHBOARD

Darkroom Mgr.
Are you interested in photography? Would you like to learn
more about it? Have you wondered how pictures are developed? Would you like to
learn how to organize and manage a photo darkroom?
If the thought of all of this
interests you and you think
you'd like to learn how to be the
darkroom manager for New Ex·
pression, call us. We're looking
for a teenager who is interested
in producing quality work and
is willing to learn. No experi·
ence in photography or darkroom work is required. Interest is. Call 663·0543.
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Breaking the mold:

Kathy's skil1 puts

'soul' on ice
by David Duster
What do I see? What 1s that?
Well , folks, for the first lime you
may be seetng a Black figure
skater, Kathy Earles.
Kathy is a 16-year-old junior at
the Un1versity of Chicago Lab
School who has been on the ice
virtually every day of the year for
the past four years. For her "the
ice" is a half hour drive from
school each day to Homewood,
where she pays $3.75 an hour for
the privilege of using the ice and
$20 an hour for coaching.
At a cost of $5,000 to $10,000 a
year for ice time and coaching , it is
not strange that Blacks and other
minority youth have not appeared
in the Winter Olympics or The Ice
Capades. But Kathy realizes how

fortunate she IS to have parents
who are able to pay most of the
cost She also appreciates the fact
that they haven't pressured her
about what she will do or where
she will go with this talent. "Some
parents I know are really pushy
about it," she said.
Figure skating performances on
television are so beautiful. But not
the pract1cing, Kathy insists. "The
ice is cold and very hard. You may
feel like crying because it hurts,
but you get up and keep practicing."
Pract1ce sessions are not
"poetry in motion." Skating forwards and backwards, experimenting with spins and leaps can
result in collisions with other skat-

by Michelle Duster
ers on the ice or bad falls due to
poor execution. The ice rink itself
is a distraction because it is so

cold. Kathy says that it is hard for a
skater to block all that out and
maintain her concentration .

This year she practices
hours a day for five days a
"That means I have to give
school act1vit1es to practice,"
said. And she rarely goes to
ties or dances. She's ac<:uston'!M
to doing her homework very
night in order to maintain a
average.
Now, these five years of
with the ice are beginning to
off. She already has twenty
als and trophies to show for
devotion . She's made he
eligible for invitational com
t1t1ons 1n Oh1o, Wisconsin
Minnesota. Next year she
to win the regional r-r......,,.,,,.,,,,,,.
betng held 1n the Midwest so
she is eligible for national com
tition
But accomplishment in thq
sport means more decision~
Whether to invest more and
time and money for practice
coaching . Whether to give
normal teenage life for a SDE!ciajr'
career goal knowing that
risking not making it.
"I want to be a nrrtfoc:c:it~n~JO
skater or a coach," Kathy said."
don't make it in skating, I'll
have my education to fall
on."
As for being the first Black sta
of the Ice Capades one day,
said: "I'm just going to keep 01
working hard, practicing, enjoyillf
myself while I'm on the ice anr
hope for the best."

JOIN THE MEDICAL
TEAM!
DAY, EVENING, SATURDAY
CLASSES
Easy weekly payment rates
Books included
Personalized instruction
Job placement assistance
available
CLASSES START NOW
•Medical Assistance
•Medical transcriber
•EKG Tech/Phlebotomist
•Emergency Medical 1echnician

•Medical Secretary
•Legal Secretary
•Executive Secretary

162 N. STATE ST. CHICAGO 6 0601

Breaking the mold:

Deanna throws
the male world
by Michelle Duster
Judo! Who's the first person that
comes to mind when you hear that
word? Bruce Lee? Chuck Norris?
Brown Shoe?
Did the 1mage of a woman ever
cross your mind - a woman like
Deanna Maldonado?
Deanna 1s a 19-year-old Black
Belt who won the U.S. Judo AssoCiation 's Junior Nationals in 1979
and went on to win the AAU Junior
Championship in Arkansas last

year. She would like to be a United
States entry in the 1984 Olumpics.
Even before she attended Kelly
High School , at age ten she
started taking lessons in the martial arts. "My father wanted me to
learn self-defense," she said. " But
then I decided I liked the sport well
enough to compete even though I
am a woman."
In 1970 when Deanna was
learning the mental and the physical skills behind judo, the rules did

Here's a great chance to get advertising sales training and experience
AND earn some money! NEW
EXPRESSION is now accepting
applications for THE SUMMER
ADVERTISING WORKSHOP.
High school sophomores
. and
juniors can apply now for THE
SUMMER
ADVERTISING
WORKSIIOP .... July 7 lhru 25.

WORKSHOP

I

If you 'rt' interested, fill out lhe
coupon and send it to :
Youth Communication
207 S. Wabusll .t\Vl' ., 8U1 Fl.
Chicago IL 60604
Dept. SEM
YC staff will call you with more
infonnation.
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not allow a rating of Black Be
before a person turned 17. As
result, she was qualified for th
Black Belt long before it wa

Guide
by Darlene Williams
All of the books reviewed in th1
column can be found in Chicago':
major book stores. You'll fine
many of them in the schoollibrar:
or in the school counselors
offices.
ARCO HANDBOOK OF JOf
AND
CAREER
OPPOR
TUNITIES By Manpower
search Associates ($3.
Really helpful for those i"'"'""'"'J•n
1n a techmcal career (The
sect1on on bus1ness careers i~
vArv hr•Pf) n~c;rnhpc; whnt eac~
techn1cal JOb 1s l1ke. where the job:
are, what education and train1ng i:
needed and describes workinc
conditions
·
THE WORK BOOK By Joyc•
Slayton Mitchell ($2.95). A do
it yourself approach to
your personality and Interests 1r
terms of choosmg ,1 career I
you're pl,lnmng to go to college
be sure to check tho intcrv· eY
work sheet wh1ch w111 help you as~
tho nght questions of ,1 college tc

~eaking

the mold:

nner-city kid
~addles

up

by Michelle Duster
vhat do you see riding down
stern Avenue these days?
ses? Not really. unless you re
king about Ford Mustangs that didn't stop Nelson Medina
1 becoming a horseman.
's not easy for a 12-year-old on
West Side, surrounded by
.ks and concrete and CTA
es to become a JOCkey. But, at
Nelson is now a licensed Joeat Sportsman's Park after
nding two years as an apprene grew up m the 1nner c1ty with
>~sters and five brothers. H1s

link to the race track was h1s
father's Interest in bettmg on the
horses. "So I got mtroduced to the
horses very early m life Four of my
brothers worked as grooms, and I
was walk1ng horses at the stables
by the time I was 15."
By 15V2 he had moved up to
groommg the horses and at 16 he
started gallopmg the horses. " In
order to make it as a jockey you
have to get a break," he said.
" While you gallop the horses, the
trainer will give you pointers. You
have to find somebody who is
willing to help you. I went to Arkansas to train horses on my

by Melvin A. Banks II
trainer's farm. I needed that kind of
experience and contact with other
horsemen to make it.

"It isn't a game bemg a JOCkey,
you know. You have to know what
you're doing. It's very dangerous

"In only 8 months, they
were able to provide the
hands-on training and
experience I needed to be
a Computer Operator. After I completed my training, their placement office
helped me find a good job
with a good company."
For more information on
our day or evening courses and on our financial
assistance program, call:

Ch~o

trded to her two years ago.
' age ruling has now been reed to 10.
•Y the t1me a person has
:hed a level of Black Belt she
•ws over a hundred p1ns,
1locks and choking process Deanna practices these
js every day on males and
1ales alike. "The boys are
ut the same size as I am or
~er, " she sa1d, "but only a few
ly resent the fact that I can
•w them . Some of them get
j , and some try to get me back
ome way.
I don't thmk of judo as a male
rt at all. The ability to be good
liS sport depends on the tech;e more than on strength.
Personally I don't work w1th
ghts," Deanna 1nsisted. "I get
•ugh of a workout m practice."
· 5-feet, 5-inch, 145-pound
ne appears very average from
outside , to those who don't
•W that she can easily throw a
1-pound frame over her shoutJudo is already second nature

ermme what 1t has to offer in
1r career f1eld.
E MEN'S CAREER BOOK by
1ce Slayton Mitchell ($2.25).
st of the careers listed are the
ne as The Work Book, but th1s
>k contams more mformat1on
>ut each career for the same
:e. (Girls should 1gnore the
3n's ' label m the t1tle .)
"he 1nformat1on mcludes type of
Jcabon, different ways to get
educat1on and asks quest1ons
)Ut whether some schools are
rth the money.
GUIDE TO JOB OPPORNITIES : THE OCCUPA>NAL OUTLOOK FOR BLUE
ILLAR WORKERS ($5.95). An
ex to 1500 careers in trades
j industnal pos11lons such as
mbers, machm1sts and elecnlc specialists The Information
future Job prospects in each of
lse job areas IS espec1ally
pful.
IE NATIONAL CAREER 01:CTORY by Bany and Linda
•le ($5.95). Over 2,000 referees to free and inexpensive
nted matenal about spec1fic
rears

to me because I've been doing it
for so long.! find myself using judo
techmque m other sports like volleyball and baseball," she said.
In order to pursue her Olympic
dream, Deanna must compete in
the Sen1or National Competitions.
" I plan to attend either Arizona
State or Miami Dade Community
College , where they have the best
collegiate facilities for judo. Those
colleges compete in the Nationals
every year, and that will be my
ticket to international competition.
" I haven't thought about how or
where I would teach judo as a
full-time career, but I would really
love to do it. Maybe I'll even start
my own club," she sa1d. And just in
case she has to handle the bookkeeping, she plans to major in
business.
Her Immediate challenge is to
conquer the ten degrees of Black
Belt. Each one requires more and
more mind control and mastery of
the body. The victories at St. Louis
and Seattle and Scottsdale,
Arizona are all behind her. It's still
a long road to the Olympics.

College
Commerce
OF

Learn Touch Shorthand
Pays as you learn
No contract to sign

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
MEDICAL SECRETARY
LEGAL SECRETARY
CONVENTION REPORTER
COURT REPORTER
C.S.R. Preparatory Classes
New Classes - Days July 1,
Eves. June 30
Register Now for Summer Term

••••••••••••••

Send me a free catalog:

Name _________________
Address--------City
State _ __

because you're go~ng so fast, and
you're so h1gh up that 1f you fall
you could get killed You have to
know how to handle the horse ·
You also have to nde well
enough to w1n Apprentice JOCkeys
rema1n apprentices unt1l they w1n
five races Even then, they must
wait one year after the fifth w1n
before they are eligible to become
licensed JOCkeys.
Nelson left school after his
sophomore year at Clemente m
order to tram as a JOckey At that
t1me he was able to live m a dorm
right at the track and exerc1se
horses every day. · I saw my
chance to be a JOCkey, and I took
11 he sa1d . "I JUSt did what I loved
to do, and it pa1d off."
That pay off IS now about $1500
a week or nearly $75,000 a year.
V1ctones are also very Important
to a JOCkey·s 1ncome because the
JOCkey who wms rece1ves six percent of the purse. which sometimes range as h1gh as $100,000.
One th1ng he can't buy w1th that
money 1s a horse. Jockeys are not
allowed to own horses.
At 5 feet, 2 inches and 107
pounds he has it made as a
long-term JOCkey unless he 1s mJUred. And when he gets too old to
race, what then? He doesn't know,
and he does realize that he's
short-sheeted h1s education. But,
for sure, he w1ll own h1s own
horse. Even 1f he moves back to
Western Avenue

Helmut M. Llpp

322-9650

"I CAME TO THE
COLLEGE OF
AUTOMATION
SHORTLY AFTER
HIGH SCHOOL."

ell+

College of Automatton
209 W. Jackson Blvd. I Rm 1230
Chicago, Ill. 60606
Chlcagoland'a School
for Computer Science Training

MEN

WOMEN

It pays to

A CAREER WITH A FUTURE·

be a soldier.

Here's your chance to be a manager
in a $368 billion industry!
You don 1 h.1 o? to g ' up pro~""'' ~mp
men! 10 order to prE'pare for a career m
tran>ponauon and traffiC management In fact
whether you elect 10 allend class da> or ntght
enroll 10 d home · stud~ cour-e or jotn a
qualtfted study group, vou l!.!llitnd that th,, Col:ege of Advanced Trafftc has a mun10g program
adaptable to your tnd" tdua needs

J::'~~~

_.,~s
0)--14
~0-"J

Send for FREE booklethfo•
C
men and women w o
~/
- ..
want to GO PLACES as~........._
·. . . - ~
traffic/transportation
~• • .
...,'~
managers.
. -,,1 •
' ~ "1· :~

COLLEGE OF ADVANCED TRAFFIC
Madison St.. Dept NE. Chicago, IL 60602
Please send me your free booklet, "Careers in Motion ."

In addltton to the•r pay. today's soldiers can count
on many benef•ts 30 days' patd vacatton a year
Medtcal and dental care Room and board Educat•on
and travel opportuntttes Plus harder-to-measure
beneftts like conftdence and pr•de

22 W.

'a me
Address

City

State

Zip

Let us prepare you for more important u:ork and becrer pay!

Call Army Opportunities
926-2640
Join the people who've joined the Army
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Teaser

Test your career IQ

Spring's the time for: baseball, hot dogs,apple pie & CBS!

JOURNEY
DEPARTURE

Boz Scaggs
M1ddle man
rncludmg
Jo1o / You Can Have Me Anyt1me
Angel You/Breakdown Dead Ahead
You Got Some lmacunahon

mcludmg
Any Way You Want II Walks L1ke A Lady
Precrous Trme, Where Were You Stay Awhrle

'

8 98 hst lp/tope

8 98 list lp/tope

$5.99

Sale thru April 30th

$5.99

~------------------.

THE JOE PERRY PROJEG

mTHE MUSIC DO THE TALKING
mcludmg:
L1fe At A Glance
Rockm· Train/Conflict Of Interest
Break Song/Discount Dogs

7 98 hst lp/tope

$4.99
DAN FOGELBERG

BillYJOEl

PHOE:\IX

GLASS
HOUSES

1nclud1ng
PhoeniX / The Last To Kno w
W1shmg On The Moon/ Longer/ Face The F~re

including:
All For Leyna
You May
Be Righi
Don·tAsk
Me Why
IDon·twant
ToBeAidne
lt"sStill
Rock and Roll
ToMe

8 98 list lp/tope

S98 list lp/tope

$5.99

$5.99

~ Givethegi.ft

Tofmusic.

Listen to the LOOP
10:00 - 11:00 PM

Sunday nites
Hosted by Sky Daniels

Instructions: Are you afra1d of
heights? Are you able to make
quick decisions? Can you
adapt to quick changes?
These are all questions to
consider 1n a career choice.
The Teaser this month challenges you to match skills and
personality traits with the
careers that require them.
Also listed is the estimated
yearly income for each career.
You may fmd the money and
skills just nght for you .
Estimated
Yearly Income
Careers
1. Plumber
$16,000
2. Computer Programmer
15,000
3. Teacher
20,000
4. Dental Hygienist 19,000
5. TV/ Radio Announcer
14,000
6. Mechanic
9,000
7. Carpenter
19,000
8. Flight Attendant
18,000
9. Mailman
19,000
10. Bookkeeper
16,000
11. Recreation Worker 16,000
12. Drafter
15,000
13. Commercial Artist 15,000
14. Dietician
15,000
15. Hotel Manager
15,000
What skills are needed?
A. A person in good physical
condition with a good sense
of balance and not afraid to
work on high structures.
_ _ _ B. A person who is patient,
persistent and has the ability to work with great accuracy.
_ _ _ C. A person who is neat, clean,
and has the ability to put
people at ease in stressful
situations.
_ _ _ D. A person who has poise,
tact and resourcefulness
and a dear speaking voice.
E. A person who is a good
speaker. Also must be
patient and able to relate
ideas effectively.
F. A person who has the ability
to work without supervision
and who is resourceful in
planning activities. Also
must have the ability to
motivate others.
G. A person who is physically
fit to walk long distances
with up to 35 pounds.

H. A person who is able to
make quick decisions, organize his/her own work
and the work of others, and
have a good sense of
humor.
I. A person who is artistic,
imaginative and creative.
J. A person who has a strong
mechanical aptitute, likes to
solve probler:ns and likes
arithmetic.
K. A person who has a sincere,
pleasing voice, the ability to
stay calm and the ability to
adapt to quick changes.
_ _ _ L. A person who enjoys working with numbers and has a
knack for concentrating on
details. Also, the person
must be able to type, run
office machines and work
under close supervision.
M. A person who has a good
biochemical background, is
creative, and accurate in
using all five senses.
N. A person who can work independently and possesses
a knowledge and interest in
combustion engines.
0 . A person who can do detailed work at a high level of
How to Enter: This month's Teaser is unlike prevaccuracy, who has good
ious ones where you have to use notebook paper
eyesight and eye-hand
and number it. To complete this Teaser, tear out the
coordination and who works
coupon-like box with the quiz in it and write your
well with people.
answers in the blank spaces. Tear out the coupon
and mail it to Teasers, Youth Communication, 207 S.
Wabash, 8th floor, Chicago, II. 60604. Don't forget to
include your name, school, address and phone
number.

Need Help?

The MUSIC STAGE® dealers
Your headquarters for the music of the 80's.
BOGARTS

316 W Northwest Hwy
Barnngton 381 4424

DISCUS

RECORD PEOPLE

1552 Mow,
St Charles 584- 7748

EARWAX
GROOVES

RYBURN'S

2 S 23 Route 59
Worrenv lie 393-3111

1046 Liberty
Elg;n 741 4494

HEAD-IN

SOUND EXPERIENCE

HOT WAX
MT. GREENWOOD

lOONS WEST

PAT'S RECORDS

UNICORN

566 Chestnut
Winnetka 441 -8280
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UNCLE ALBERTS
123 E Davis
Arl;ngton Hts

PLAnERS. PIPES
NEW EXPRESSION

related health care
free and confidential

1108 Sou th St
Elg;n 695-9753

5133 Mo1n St
Downers G rove 968 2737
3646 E 112th St
Ch1cogo 734 0096

V.D.

STRAWBERRY FIELDS

111 7 Wosh1ngton
Waukegan 244 88 78

MUSIC SHOP

sex

1163 Church
Northbrook 564 5490

6128 Northwest Hwy
Ch1cogo 631 -5 745
11 044 S Kedz1e
Ch1cogo 779-7417

pregnancy

ROUND-ABOUT
920 Mo;n St
Antioch 395-5545

219/844 7425

birth control

5111 N Harlem
Chicago 792 0267

189 E Army Tro11 Rd
Glendale Hts 893-4640

1919 169th St
Hammond. IN

with questions about

RECORD ALBUM

512 W Lake
AddiSOn 543 0846

by Carmen Walker and
Fannie Le Flore

398 8835

1104 Nerge Rd
Elk G rove 980-8330

4·~

AdDiassion

WHAT'S UP
3421 B Pearl St
McHenry 815/344-2626

Sunday

1547

sz

w. 87th St.

Z39 6600

.call

R.rt~vate
a..IDe

248•0090

Viewer quiz

SOUNDS
SALE

TV or
not TV?
How much do you know about TV? Not
about the programs- or the stars- but
about the industry and the habit. Answers to some of these questions may
surprise you , but they're the kinds of
things that top TV executives think about
when they make programming decisions.

~p ~~fR~

Give yourself 10 points for each correct
answer and then figure out your TVQ.
1. On a typical Sunday night, one of
every two Americans is
A. at the movies.
B. watching television.
C. knitting sweaters.
D. reading.
2. If you're a member of an average
TV household, your tube is on more
than
A. 40 hours a week.
B. 50 hours a week.
C. 60 hours a week.
D. 70 hours a week.
3. You're the advertising manager for
a new perfume called "Thirty Love"
designed to appeal to active
women , ages 18-34, with its heady,
sporty fragrance . To buy thirty
seconds of time for your commercial during a top-rated prime time
show, you will have to spend about
A. $ 8,500.
B. $15,000.
C. $25,000.
D. $40,000.
4. Which of the following is NOT usually true of the typical television
hero?
A. he resorts to violence only when
he has to.
B. he is good looking, white and in
his 30s.
C. his beliefs often differ from those
with great wealth or political
power.
D. he is married.
5 . You've just manufactured a
banana-flavored soft drink called
" Bingo." You want to run a series of
commercials showmg everyday
people companng Bingo to other
leading soft drinks. What is the
position of the Federal Trade Commission (the agency that regulates
television advertising) 1n regard to
your ad campaign?
A. the FTC encourages this kind of
advertising because it believes
these commercials, when truthful,
let people know about product
differences.
B. the FTC discourages such ads.
C. the FTC allows you to run the
ad, as long as you do not mention your competitor's name.
D. the FTC prohibits such ads.
6. It has been shown that watching a
lot of television affects the way
people look at the world. Which of
the following has NOT been
shown?
A. adult heavy viewers are much
more likely than light viewers to
own guns for protect1on.
B. heavy viewers who are children
are more likely to thmk it's "all
right to hit someone if you're
mad at them" than light viewers.
C. 1n Hawaii, heavy viewers are
better drivers than light viewers.
D. heavy viewers are more likely to
be afra1d of walking c1ty streets
alone at night than light v1ewers .
7 If the people listed below were 1n
your famtly, who would be the one
most likely to watch the most TV,
accordtng to Nielsen stat1St1cs?
A. Ann1e. age 8
B Henry, age 15.
C. Morton, age 29.
D. Rhoda, age 59.
8. The A C Ntelsen Company measures our TV vtewtng habtts. Their
Storage Instantaneous Audimeter
-known to some as the "little black
box" - IS mstalled 1n about 1200
homes and results 1n rat1ngs· determining whtch shows stay on the
air and which shows are taken off.
Whtch of the following IS NOT true

DANCIN• AND LOVIN•

INCLUDES

INCLUDES

BEHIND THE LINES
MISUNDERSTANDING
TURN IT ON AGAIN
about this device?
A. it records only when the TV set
is on, and to which channel it is
turned to.
B. Nielsen pays families to have
the Audimeter installed in their
homes.
C. the identities of Nielsen families
are kept a secret.
D. the information gathered from
these households measures the
viewing habits of all American
homes accurately.
9. If you owned a television station ,
your license to operate would come
up for renewal every three years.
The Federal Communications
Commission is the regulatory
agency which oversees this process. Which of the following is NOT
an FCC guideline or law affectmg
approval of your license application?
A. you should devote at least one
hour out of 12 to public affairs
programs such as news, talk
shows, and consumer shows.
B. you should give " reasonable"
time to important community issues and treat them "fairly."
C. your station should produce at
least two hours of its own programming daily.
D. if you sell a half hour of time to a
political candidate, you must
offer to sell a half hour of time to
the opposing candidates.
10. Violence on television, the cause for
much debate over the past 25
years, hit its peak in 1976 and is now
on the downswing.
TRUE or FALSE

Answers
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BODY LANGUAGE
tB111
WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU

ROBERTA
FLACK
FEATURING DONNY HATHAWAY

~
<·- .·'
~-'

INCLUDES

YOU ARE MY HEAVEN llltl
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN
DON'T MAKE ME WAIT TOO LONG

·o~

~ Givethegift
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Sale thru 5/12/80

lOSE RECORDS
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CHICAGO:
214 S. Wabash

165 W Madison

SOUNDS
GOOD
RECORDS & TAPES
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V

CHICAGO:
3155 N. Broadway
3259 N. Ashland
4821 W Irving Park

SCHAUMBURG:
1425 Schaumburg Road
NORTHBROOK:
Dundee & Sandc:rs Roads
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Candidly
Speaking
by Robert Kazel

'Here, now, Moscow . • • '
Accordtng to an article tn the Sun Times
last month . people living in Southern
Florida are now able to hear Radio Moscow
on therr A.M. dial.
Radro Moscow rs owned and operated by
the government of Russra. Although Florida
listeners have been hearing the program for
only a few weeks now, Radio Moscow rs
available to listeners around the world over
shortwave radio .
The newspaper story made me cunous.
I've always had a vague idea about the
typical Russian, dressed in a long, heavy
coat and a black fur hat cruising around in a
dark car murmuring, " Is very cold, Natasha,
dah?"
I frgured that listening to Radio Moscow
would give me new pictures of the Russians, and so I blew the dust off of my

Teens should take a stand
In your March article, "Suggestions for
Sophisticated Teens ," you suggested tha!lt
was "dumb " to "srgn petrtions against the
draft" because it would "work against you ."
I found this advice to be very disturbing.
First of all , the Constrtution guarantees
freedom of speech and petitron, and exercismg these rights may not be legally held
agamst you. As an anti-draft activist from
the Vietnam era, I speak from experience.
Secondly, young people should not be
drssuaded from standing up for what th.ey
believe in even if it rs unpopular or against
established policy. It was the complacency
of the 50's that was a factor in allowing
Vietnam to happen in the 60's, and I am
sorry to see New Expression encourage
the same attitudes in students of the 80's.
I enjoy reading your newspaper but hope

shortwave radio and twisted the dial past
the static, the Spanrsh flamenco musrc and
the Norwegian talk show. Finally a deep,
booming voice announced, "You are listenmg to the World Service of Radio
Moscow. Here, now, the news."
A zippy clarinet tune introduced the
newscast. Two Russran announcers tciok
turns reading the headlmes. They sounded
like Bill Kurtis and Walter Jacobson with
Russian accents.
"Our top story: The government of the
Sovret Union announced today that women
in this country enjoy total equality with
men!"
"The building of the new Volga River
Bridge has been gomg well for more than 28
months now. The project will one day provide the people of Gorki with vital new in-

you will reconsider your editorial opinion on
this issue.
Sanford Stein

Why wreck our summer!
Students are just as important as
teachers If there weren't any students,
there would be a lot of JObless teachers
around.
I also believe that the situation can be
reversed. If there aren't any teachers, then
there are a lot of class-less students. But
students have been left class-less too many
trmes already.
The point I'm trying to make here is that
when the teachers say that they are dorng
everything for us (the students) by going out
on strike, they are really just looking out for
themselves. The only reason they are demanding the 39 weeks of school is for
money.
I feel that students have to do something

dustries."
It was obvious that these two needed a
hijacking story or a mass murder trial to
liven up their program.
Some more clarinet music .. and then,
" Now, here's your program: Moscow Mailbag - the show that answers your questions about the Soviet Union."
A female announcer read the letters, and
a V.I.P. of the radio station named "Joe"
gave the replies.
Announcer: Tom Craig of Pittsburgh ,
Pennsylvania wntes, "How has the United
States' embargo on gram shipments to
Russia affected your people?"
Joe: Well , you saw the resu lts when your
American hockey team defeated our Russran team at the Winter Olympics. Our fellows lost because they didn't have enough
cereal to eat that morning.
Announcer: Edmond Bates of El Paso,
Texas writes, " Does Russia plan to invade
Israel?"
Joe: Yes, we certarnly do. But not immedrately smce the Unrted States might
step m to stop us. So frrst we'll invade the
Umted States and then Israel. This should
be no trouble smce every Russian soldier
now carries a pocket laser gun with him at
all times.
Announcer: I think you'd better explain

about this srtuation. I hear other students
saying that they don't want to lose any of
their vacation time, and the teachers also
say the same thing . But the teachers will be
getting paid for the vacation time they lose.
On the other hand, some students will
lose two weeks pay from summer jobs.
Others will have to cancel vacations, and
there will be others that won't be able to go
to camp and so on.
Students should form an organization
that IS just as powerful as the teachers'
umon or the Board of Education. We should
be allowed to be heard.
And what we say should be listened to.
Our problems are just as serious as the
teachers' problem and the School Board's
problem -which is why I feel the students
should have an organization just as powJohn Wedgewood
erful.
Whitney Young

yourself, Joe.
Joe: Well, I always think of people in
Amenca as havrng a good sense of humor.
Yes, Joe, but even Steve Martin needs a
good set of script-wnters.
Now, you wouldn 't think that a Russian
statron would use commercials, but they do.
The editor of a Russian-English language
magazine called Sputnik talked about the
fascinating articles m the upcoming issue.
" Don't miss 'Why Russrans Live Longer
Than Anybody Else in the World'," he said.
An announcer gave us a Irs! of little 15ookstores scattered over the U.S. where Sput·
nik can be purchased
I expected her to shout, "Order before
midnight tonight so you won't forget. Call
now to thrs toll free number." But then, the
Russians are new at thrs fast order business.
The Russians have also copied that
peculiar American custom, the radio contest. To enter listeners must send in post
cards guessing which teams will be champions at the Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow. Instead ofT-shi rts and record al·
bums. the Russrans will award teddy bears,
autographs of Olympic athletes and Russran postage stamps.
Postage stamps! Who's giving these
guys advice? The C.I.A.?
Finally they let their D.J. do his thing in a
program called " Music from Moscow." For
openers he played a senes of Armenian folk
songs performed by the Radio Moscow
Choir. Then he shifted to a number he described as Russian rock 'n roll that sounded
like a Rolling Stone record running backwards .
Well , what could I say Instead of learning
about Russian life, I came away from Radio
Moscow feeling that I had just heard an
hilanous take-off on American radio. I suppose the Russians are branching out now
onto the American A. M. dial because they
think they're ready to compete with stations
like WLUP.
If that's what the Russians have in mind,
why don't they borrow Steve Dahl for a
while. They could set hrm up in a cozy
stud ro somewhere in a remote part of
Siberia.
I can see it now. Dahl doing a show live
from the Summer Olympics, giving away
"I nsane Comrade Lips" T-shirts, cheering
on a crowd of half-crazed Russian rock 'n
roll fans as they blow up a pile of Armenian
folk records between halves of a soccer
match ....

New Expression's Journalism Workshop
Begin your journalism career
training this summer
High school sophomores and juniors can apply now.
The Urban Journalism Workshop
July 7 thru August 15
25 scholarships available

How to apply:
1. Come to the Youth Communtcation
Center, 207 S. Wabash (8th floor)
and pick up an application form .
2 Return the application by May 1, including a letter of recommendation,
samples of your writing from school
and a bnef statement about your

interest in journalism.
All persons who apply will be notified by
June 1 . Students who secure the permission of their principal may secure
high school cred1t for the workshop
course. For further information call
663-0543.

July 7-Aug. 8

Wk of Aug. 11
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Mornmg classe:; (9.30·
noo11 Mon . thru Fn ):
reportrng, writmg, editng research.
Afler'loon specral events
ncludmg field trips to
newspapers, TV and
radro tatrons, semmars
walh professional JOUr·
na!lsts and optronal
classes 1n photography
and graphics.

NEW EXPRESSION

Independent wntmg appotntments wtth Instructors to comple te articles
tor the September rssue
o f New Expression.
Every workshop partrct·
pant will be a published
author by the end of the
summer.
Classes will be held at the Youth Communicattons Center, 207 S. Wabash, an atrcondittoned facalrty.

Are you dying to be employed?
Darkness IS closmg down on you!
You can hardly breathe! AAghh!
Look at who's dnving in the last na1l!
But walt! There's still hope!
The National Youth Advocacy
Coalition and the National Urban
League are taking action to do
something about teen unemployment.
These two organizations will
sponsor a nationwide hearing on the
youth unemployment problem. One
of these hearings will be here in
Chicago on May 10. If you've had
trouble finding a job or if you've had
trouble with the CETA program, or if
you've experienced injustice on the
job, you can testify on May 10.
Call: 285-5800, 1f you want totestify. It's your chance to tell public
officials your story.
How else can you express your
thoughts and help us save the nation 's teens from a penniless grave?
How can you keep from becoming
moldy and mildewed while you wait
to find a job? Well we, the graverobbers at NEW EXPRESSION,
have dug up a solution - A SURVEY.
Fill it out. Don't sit there like a stiff.
Do it. And when you 're finished,
either drop the survey in the questionnaire box at your school or send
it to:
NEW EXPRESSION SURVEY
207 S. Wabash
Chicago, Ill.
60604

I--------------------------------------------~I

:JOB Survey for Chicago Youth
I
I

~: ~~tt~~:;~~ ;~~~! j~~~ yesno

I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I
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I
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I
I
II
I
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II

no _
3. Why do you work (or want to
work)?
(Check all that apply to you)
I am saving for school
_ I want spending money
_ 1 have a child to support
1 want to help my family out
I want the experience of a job
1 want to learn about the field
1 didn't have anything else to
do
other:
4. Have you ever been fired? yes
no
If yes, was it because of:
lack of job skills
poor attendance
I'm not telling you
disagreement or misunderstanding with co-worker
or boss
accused of fooling around on
the job
accused of not working hard
enough
tardiness
other:
5. Where did you work or where have
you worked?
fast-food chains
retail stores
the CETA program
at my parent's J·ob
super market
own business:
other: (indicate)
6. Are you happy or unhappy with
your job? happy
unhappy
7. If you have a job, what qualities
helped you get it?
education
past experience
a good reference
personality

~;~~e~~~~e;ioe~~ence
personal contacts
sex appeal
locality to my house or school
the way I dress
willingness to work for less
money
age
willingness to work bad hours
other:
8. If you don't have a job but have
been looking for one, what facts
seem to be hurting your attempts?
lack of education
lack of training
no references
" wrong" personality
no prior work experience
1 was the wrong color
I didn't know anyone who
worked there
I can't work the kind of hours
demanded
It was too far to travel
my age
general job shortage
1 couldn't fill out the application
the pay wasn't high enough
other (indicate):
9. Have you ever had a CETA job?
yes
no
10. If you ever did have aCETA job,
how did you feel about the job?
highly satisfied
satisfied
didn't really care one way or
the other
dissatisfied
highly dissatisfied
11. Do you think CETA should be:
expanded
eliminated
changed
12. If changed , how?

~~~~!Ya :!~.:~~g:~~~"'t~r ~e~~~

~~~rning how to fill out an ap-

jobs. Do you think eligibility requirements should be:
raised
lowered
same
14. If you are satisfied with your job,
why?
_ work conditions
good pay
good training
security
good people to work with
benefits
other (indicate):
15. If you are dissatisfied with your
job, why?
Bad working conditions
no training
poor pay
bad hours
little or no security of keeping
job
type of work, which is
poor relations with the management
other (Indicate):
16. I'm getting tired of this survey:
yes
no
17. Where did you find out about the
job you have now?
friends
parents
school
counselors
newspaper
signs in store fronts
other
18. If you are unemployed, how do
you get money?
borrow from friends
ask
ask
parents
for
it
grandparents for it
I go
without it
steal
19. Besides money, what do you want
to gain from a job?
learning a skill
learning a good-paying skill
getting career counseling
getting future job assistance
learn~ng how t) ..-t <'rt the job
learnmg how to d
"' on the

plication for a job
making new friends
integration into the school
curriculum so I can get credit
for learning a job
seeing if I can get promoted
seeing if I can get by without
much work
other (indicate):
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I am:

a male

Age :

~~~~ra~~

over 16
Race/Ethnic Group (optional)
School
After high school I plan to:
attend college
attend specialized training
school
enlist in the military
enter the job market
do my own thing
other:

1 live:
West side of Chicago
South side of Chicago
Near North side of Chicago
North side of Chicago
S1.1burban Chicago

I
I
I
I
1
I
I

1
I
1
I
I
I
I1
II

1
I
1
II
1
I
I
I
I
II

Thanks for taking time out to
complete this survey. If there .1s a
New Expression Survey box at your
school, put the survey '" it. If not,
mail it to:
NEW EXPRESSION SURVEY
207 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60604
Remember to , ..ail it before April
29 so your comments will be ineluded at the Youth Unemployment
Hearing May 10.
~
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Movies

Music
On Stage
Lacross
No explosions, no glitter, no threechord monotony, no "disco sucks." The
focus m Lacross IS on talent. On stage,
the band provtdes a solid hour of high
energy rock with no concesstons to
commercialism.
Lacross has undergone some personnel changes in the past year, adding
a keyboardist and a lead vocalist. The
voice of the group, Joanna Bakulinsi, a
sentor at Lane, has excellent range and
stage presence. She and Gabe Sanchez, keyboardtst , have given a full
sound through their renditions of tunes
by the Yes, Rush and U.K.
Scott White, the guitarist, composes
Lacross's original material. The Kroell
brothers, Rick and Mike, round out the
band on bass and drums.
Lacross has had a lot of exposure in
the Chtcago area, having done recent
shows at Lane Tech 's "B'Gmnings" and
Gordon Tech's " Battle of the Bands,"
where they were the wtnners . Upcoming
shows mclude a show with the Boyzz at
Gordon, April 11, and Lanes Spring
Rock Concert, May 9
To contact the band for shows or parlies call 728-4444 and ask for Rick or
Mtke
Adam Weintraub

Chart Climbers
The Knack, " ... But the Little G1rls
Understand" ($8 98)
According to Rollin~ Stone th1s new
album enters sales charts at number
seven. Can someone please explam to
me how this happened?
Doug F1eger (rhythm guitar and
vocals) and Company had more than
enough " hook · hackneyed ntis and
smirk1ng sex1st Iynes on " Get the
Knack.· Why save any of that for this
second album? Fieger's nasal whine
seems to harp on one theme throughout
- "Get in that bed, baby!"
Thts packaged California " Musak"
has been called " pop for the 80s. ' If this
is pop for the 80s, wake me in ten years.
Adam Weintraub
Grover Washington Jr., "Skylarkin"'
($5.98).
This is yet another ma~s of mellow
Jazz tunes by Grover. Skylark1n ' indudes " I Can't Help It" and · Easy Lovmg You ."
Easy listening albums of th1s quality
are few in today's mass-produced d1sco
and heavy rock But Grover Washtngton
knows h1s business The soft percussions and lightly strummed keyboards
add an eas1ness to his music. They are
the roots of h1s populanty.
With this LP Grover Washmgton can
make room for Gold Album Number
Seven.
Phillip Kendrick

Blondie, "Parallel Lines" ($7.98)
" It was a gas!"
This is probably Blondie's most
popular album, released thts past summer. It's best known for the single,
"Heart of Glass."
Blondie's style is yet to be matched by
any other group of New Wave rockers.
The group has a reputation for raunchy lyrics, but wtth a twtsl. Many groups
use their lyrics as an audtence grabber,
and usually they're very obvious about 11.
Blondie's lyrics add realism to her music
and are not profane statements made
for the sake of profanity, but words that lit
naturally mto the new wave themes as
well as mto our lives
'·Parallel Lines" IS a necessary album
to complete any serious record collection - if only as a memoir to the new
wave rock era.
Antonio Brown

Musical Notes
The Who 1s preparing a series of concerts for April featuring their latest album
for the Warner Bros. label. The group wtll
start on the West Coast and work their
way to Ch1cago by early May.

****
It's comtng to the close of another
New Expression press year, and the
music columntsts would like to know
how you feel ·what albums would you
like to have reviewed? What special
features do you want to see?
Send suggestions to Antonio Brown
% Youth Communications , 207 S.
Wabash, Ch1cago 60604.

Upcoming Concerts
April 25, Van Halen will rock the AMphitheatre
April 25, The Pretenders wtll blast the
Park West
May 3, brings the long-awaited return of
The Who to the Amphitheatre. Tickets are selling fast!
July 7 will find Foghat at the Amphitheatre Tickets are on sale now.
September 22, The Yes wtll perform at
the Amphitheatre

My Brilliant Career

Mv Brilliant Career

Coal Miner's Daughter

This beautifully filmed, well-crafted
story introduces a bright young actress·,
Judy Taylor, who is being compared to
Katherine Hepburn.
Sybylla (Judy Taylor) is a strongWilled teenager who is sent to live with
her nch grandmother because her parents can 't afford her any more. At
grandma's her high spirits get her into
trouble With her suitors, her fantasy
about ··marrytng for love" causes her
trouble.
The ma1n conflict, however, is the
struggle of a young woman in the 1890s
who dares to consider a career over
marriage. As the film closed, I felt that
she had made the nght cho1ce.
If the film has one weakness, it is the
edtting. In one scene between Sybylla
and her new lover, Harry, the conversation IS cut after a few words. Perhaps the
director wants to leave us frustrated,
wanttng more.
" My Brilliant Career" is a good movie
about careers and life chotces just like
" Breaking Away " I recommend that you
see 11.

Sissy Spacek proves that she is a
major acting talent in this biography of
country singer Loretta Lynn. In this role
she first appears as a 13-year-old and
ages to 30. Spacek's cute, natve shyness 1n portraying a 13-year-old is great,
even better than her scenes as the
pressured , pushed and t1red star of 30.
Spacek brings Loretta to the screen
as a warm, down-to-earth person, not as
a screaming maniac like Bette Midler in
" The Rose " Tommy Lee Jones, as her
husband, lightens up the movie with his
wit and charm when the pace of the film
slows.

The Black Marble
From the writer-director team that
brought ··onion Field" to the screen last
year, this is the story of two mis-matched
cops wrapped up in the kidnapping of a
prize show dog. It offers good performances by Robert Foxworth, as one of the
cops , and by Harry Dean Stantonas, the
kidnapper. It's sometimes funny, sometimes serious, but entertaining throughout.

Calendar
April
15 " Guyana Tragedy: The Story of Jim
Jones," 8 pm, Ch. 2 also Apr. 16.
22 "Speak Up America," 8 pm, Ch. 5.
23 "A Circle of Children," 8 pm, Ch. 2.
26 Dance at the Eisenberg's Boy's
Club, 1725 N. Orchard, 8 pm, 52.50
(664-1122).
27 " Commg of Age. Youth 1n the '80s,"
sexuality, drugs and freedom are
some of the topics for th1s youth rally,
Gordon Tech h.s., 3633 N. California
(647-8764.)
May
2 Spring Dance, Lincoln Park h s.,
2039 N. Orchard, 7:30 pm, $2, h.s.

I.D. needed.
3 Careers for the '80s Conference,
Conrad Hilton, 720 S. Michigan,
7:45-9:15 pm, free.
10 Hearings on Youth Unemployment,
Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N
State Pkwy., 10 am. (285-5800).
10 National March for ERA Ratification
assembles on Columbus Dr. between Monroe and Jackson at 9:30
am (872-7205)
13 Resource Fatr and Information Exchange on Adolescent Sexuality,
Youth Network Council, 1123 W.
Washington, free (226-1200). PreVIew sex education films and videotapes.

Complete the following slogan
The White Sox are:
Rules

•
•
•

May 2
May 16
june 6
16

NEW EXPRESSION

Friday Night
Friday Night
Friday Night

Fun at 6:00
Fun at 6 :00
Fun at 6:00

Sox vs. Mil waukee
Sox vs. Seattle
Sox vs. Cleveland

7:30 p. m.
7 :30 p.m.
7:30 p. m.

